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Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

#CoronaDetective

A project to develop an open-source detection method for SARS CoV-2, analogous to the GMO Detective.
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Rachel Aronoff
3/9/2021
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

•••

It's a day for great news.  Not only has Guy successfully defended his thesis (bravo, Dr. Aidelberg!), 
but the BioRXiv preprint with Ali (https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.18.21251793 - including the 
In�uenza B multiplex) will soon be submitted for peer review to the Journal of Clinical 
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3 Claps 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Chris LB Graham

3/9/2021

Microbiology With discussion on production strategies and more validation tests coming soon
...show more

Share

•••
Congrats Dr Aidelberg :)

 Write a comment...

Tatiana Eliseeva
3/3/2021
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

Dear new members, please join our slack #proj-nucleic-acid-ampli�cation on JOGL Open Covid 
Initiative. We also have online Zoom meetings (the invitation link you will �nd on slack) Tuesday 
and Friday at 16:30 CET, feel free to join and introduce yourself. 

Share

 Write a comment...

Clément Bordier
3/2/2021
From: [Need]: kit making people/sites

1 Clap 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

3/2/2021

•••

Lyophilisator availlable 

Share

•••
where are you, and have you seen the production protocol?  

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
2/21/2021
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

•••

do it together! =)
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3 Claps

 Clap Comment

latestlogoduo.png

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
2/21/2021
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

1 Clap

 Clap Comment

•••

We are excited that QC on the last tubes made in Paris looks great, so soon our colleagues in 
Cameroon, Ghana, Chile and more will get some for further validation tests. Guy can even add 
much more of the 'direct' inactivated sample to Corona Detective reactions, he found, meaning we 
will increase sensitivity!  We are also in discussion with a professional lyophilizing company in the ...show more

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
12/28/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

5 Claps 3 Comments

 Clap Comment

Martin Codyre

12/30/2020

Chris LB Graham

1/15/2021

Rachel Aronoff

1/23/2021

•••

Congratulations to our JOGL colleagues in Berkeley!  They will go on to the �nals... 
Our Corona Detective's 'direct' results for the semi-�nals were indeed as good as we suspected, 
with no false positives or cross-reactivity with other pathogens in the unknown samples, but 
simply not sensitive enough.   ...show more

Share

•••
Very useful info.  And congrats to Ali & ViralAlert.  Good luck.

•••
could be better than lateral �ow then/antigen tests or no? Also good to see this! Publish 
your data! 

•••
should certainly be that...  we are almost ready to submit a short communication, in 
fact!  (thx for encouragement)

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
12/21/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

2 Claps

•••

Happy winter solstice!  Remember to take care over the holiday season! (Even if you got 
vaccinated yesterday, it is not ok to go out and party for new years!)
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 Clap Comment Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
11/25/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

1 Clap 2 Comments

 Clap Comment

Chris LB Graham

11/25/2020

Rachel Aronoff

11/26/2020

•••

Our colleagues in Sri Lanka are in the midst of their XPRIZE set, and were glad to report that the 
tubes Guy sent them still worked well after their shipment at ambient temps and waiting for all 
these weeks...  Happily, Guy got his results for a similar sample set in Paris already last week.  We 
think they look incredibly clear, in terms of calling positive/negative samples, as shown below.  To ...show more

guy 2020-11-13 13h40m35s(Alexa 488).jpg

Share

•••
Its so nice to follow what youve been doing

•••
thank you for the kind words!  pulling together these international collaborations with 
the support for open science by JOGL has been incredible...  We have more fun 
experiments ahead, with the oligos for the triplex tests to be ordered very soon, and 
more validation by clinical collabs!     ...show more

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
11/11/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

•••
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2 Claps

 Clap Comment

thanks to everyone who wants to join the team.  We expect more activity in coming weeks, esp 
looking into further validation, GMP production possibilities and more.  You can join us via this 
Slack channel for now: #proj-nucleic-acid-ampli�cation of the JOGL Open Covid-19 Initiative.  (and 
see more in the About section for a link to an on-boarding doc) ...show more

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
11/4/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps 2 Comments

 Clap Comment

Chris LB Graham

11/4/2020

Rachel Aronoff

11/11/2020

•••

sounds like the 'blinded pro�ciency' set for XPRIZE is on its way to Guy in Paris!!

Share

•••
Tell me more please!

•••
Hi!  By the end of this week the Corona Detective results from Guy in Paris for the 
'blinded pro�ciency set' of samples for the XPRIZE semi-�nals will be submitted.  We 
think of this as a great opportunity for validation of the method, and look forward to 
seeing how it all goes.  It is a long shot for getting to the �nals, however (just 20 from ...show more

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
10/17/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps 3 Comments

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

10/18/2020

Rachel Aronoff

10/20/2020

Rachel Aronoff

11/4/2020

•••

So glad for the collaborative research and open science JOGL push (and hoping we might get a bit 
more support in our second request... due tomorrow!  ;P)   On top of everything - XPRIZE! still 
awaiting sample - feeling a bit too much like we are in the teaser vid!    =)

Share

•••
we got in our application and hope lots of people will participate in the open review 
process! 

•••
here is the review link!  you can help!   (using the following form 
https://forms.gle/1reJ9YP1Rv657dpeA.)

•••
yay!  thanks all JOGL reviewers! a bit more support to CRI and Hackuarium, with this 
'high score' review is really welcome!  <3  

 Write a comment...
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Rachel Aronoff
10/15/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

4 Claps 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

10/15/2020

•••

I was very happy to present this project not only with the whole JOGL collaborative team for 
Biosummit, on Sunday, but also for my Colombian colleagues at Más Arte, Más Acción on Tuesday, 
and for the #OpenHackuarium meeting last night.  (It was extra cool that Francisco Javier Quero 
Lombardero  and Gustavo, the former Hackuarium lab manager, were able to join in for the ...show more

charla-rachel-2-�nal.jpg

Share

•••
Guy Aidelberg   also got to present in Spanish, yesterday 'in' Chile, with Fernan Federici's 
group, btw!

 Write a comment...

Tatiana Eliseeva
9/30/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

4 Claps 1 Comment

Comment

•••

We are happy to launch our CoronaDetectiveApp which allows us to manage statistics of our 
CorornaDetective test kits all around the world. You can access a demo version from your 
smartphone browser on app.coronadetective.org with login ”demo” and password “demo”. 
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 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

10/4/2020

Share

•••
this will make it easier for us to collect clinical validation data from colleagues testing  
#CoronaDetective tubes after international shipments. <3

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
9/16/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

2 Claps 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Chris LB Graham

9/16/2020

•••

thx to Marianne L for the nice medium article!  https://medium.com/justonegiantlab/the-xprize-
rapid-covid-testing-challenge-selects-corona-detective-and-3-other-projects-on-just-ace6faaa9b23

Share

•••
Such a great achievement!! So awesome

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
9/12/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

woah!  Corona Detective was chosen as one of 200 semi-�nalists who get to try out the 'unknown' 
samples for XPrize!  Here is the short 'teaser' trailer we made for the optional video for the 
application:  https://youtu.be/Tdfws3g3R2s   What do you think? ;)   (We included also the JOGL 
Live event recording for them, and anyone who wants to learn more...) ...show more

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
8/31/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

2 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

X-Prize possibilities!

Share

 Write a comment...

Camille Masselot
8/10/2020
From: OpenCovid19 Initiative

•••

📆 [JOIN US ONLINE] on Wednesday, August 12th, 2020 at 6pm CET for JOGL Live #4! 
Register here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/jogl-live-4-with-do-it-together-sars-cov-2-detective-
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1 Clap 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

8/27/2020

tickets-113078906052  
...show more

Share

•••
here's the recorded event, for *your* viewing... :)   https://youtu.be/8eXmbBgeQT0

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
7/21/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

5 Claps 13 Comments

 Clap Comment

Liu Bov

7/23/2020

Rachel Aronoff

7/24/2020

Chris LB Graham

7/24/2020

Luca Haenel

7/24/2020

•••

one more step forward - a �rst good multiplex result with the NM*Fam and RP*Hex primer sets.  
We included some RNAsin in the master mix and let the Reverse Transcription go 10min at 55 
degrees before going up to ampli�cation temp (65)... 
and it can be seen readily with the original GMO Detective 'detector' :) ...show more

multiplex result.png

Share

•••
wow so nice Rachel Aronoff   
i am totally not from the �eld, but looks really cool.  
do you also do any science communication about your topic? just asking because of 
Lecturers without borders project.  ...show more

•••
Hey, Liu Bov, thanks for the note.  Yes, the communication needs to expand more. We 
are out there, not just in the slack (also the Hackuarium slack) but its facebook too; and 
I presented for the big academic collab group (organised by Chris Mason) yesterday.  
For the lectures without borders, I already discussed with Eugenia Covernton expressing ...show more

•••
This is incredible! Thanks for the update

•••
Liu Bov , to tag a project, you have to start with "#", have you tried this? For now this only 
works with project and not groups unfortunately.

Show More

Write a comment
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Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
6/29/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

hi! 
we've been doing more 'sequence gazing' in terms of multiplex hopes while awaiting the latest 
order of primers. 
even though in silico predictions might be a bit discouraging, as in the attached pdf, with complex ...show more

Lambwith18S_multipr_analysis.pdf NM8_all.png

04062020test7RNA_endpoint.png

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
5/26/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

Results with the 'old school' enzyme for this method are still looking very good, see attached.  With 
reception of some FreeGenes 'toolkits' at Hackuarium and also by other colleagues, this makes 
having a more 'open science' version of the #CoronaDetective really seem possible. :)...show more

BOvsBst2.pdf

Share

 Write a comment...

Francisco Javier Quero Lombardero
5/11/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

3 Claps 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

•••

We have been working with the vast amount of nCov sequences worldwide (GISAID database) 
aiming to understand which regions of the virus are more mutated and use this information for the 
evaluation of different primers sets.  

...show more

Share

•••
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5/12/2020

clicking on the box in the graphic in github to give the real alignment is super!

 Write a comment...

jerome chapoul
5/3/2020
From: [Need]: Bioinformatics

1 Clap 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

5/6/2020

•••

Hie, i am a french engineer, i have work in nuclear physic research, autonomous vehicule research 
and informatic research, is it possible to join your project as dev, with'nt competence in biologie? 

Cordially

Share

•••
yes, we have needs for logistics and comms and data analyses (and probably more).  
please see the on-boarding doc and join the slack! :)

 Write a comment...

Aravinth Panch
4/30/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

4 Claps 1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Thomas Landrain

5/16/2020

•••

Sri Lanka Institute of Nanotechnology (SLINTEC) joins the diagnostic challenge to develop a SARS-
CoV-2 rapid detection kit, which can be locally produced in Sri Lanka with available resources.  

SLINTEC is equipped with BSL2 lab with 2 x PCR, 1 x qPCR, 1 x Bioreactor, 1 x Lyophiliser, -80°C ...show more

2 PCRs & 1 RT-PCR.jpg Bioreactor.jpg

Freeze drier.jpg

Share

•••
this is awesome!

 Write a comment...
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Rachel Aronoff
4/23/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

2 Claps

 Clap Comment

•••

 For more info about the project, see this doc, from Guy, our colleague who developed the GMO 
Detective. There are some details that are a bit technical… but, don’t be put off, just ask… 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aapOopBLKumeEizgJ_lGQLTSXovyWssr1jqvgB_Kcho/edit
?usp=sharing  (especially to new members, too! thanks for your interest and see you in the slack ...show more

Share

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
4/23/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

1 Comment

 Clap Comment

Rachel Aronoff

5/1/2020

•••

glad to have been here for the postman - but he only had the bill, not the package with enzymes, 
due to arrive today!  =)

Share

•••
we've had the �rst results with the mRNA control sets already, and can soon start with 
the bit of virus being targeted initially...

 Write a comment...

Rachel Aronoff
4/9/2020
From: Do-It-Together SARS CoV-2 Detective

1 Clap

 Clap Comment

•••

excited to hear one of our partners already found one N set of primers seems much more sensitive 
than the others!  (and this should be con�rmed before we make our orders... :)

Share

 Write a comment...
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